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BLACK OUT:

Sound: Low muffling, as if underwater. Two people are heard

arguing and shouting at each other.

CUT TO:

EXT. L2# STREET - DAY

Sound: argument is still proceeding

Visual: Johnny is riding his bike. He looks angry,

frustrated and hurt but is obviously trying to suppress

these feelings. An internal struggle to keep his frustration

at bay.

The voices are slowly becoming clearer and louder.

FLASHBACK TO:

INT. L1# JOHNNY’S HOUSE - DAY

The voices become very clear now. It’s almost as if we have

surfaced from the submerged safety underneath the water.

We now see that the two voice’s belong to Johnny and his

dad.

Johnny is slumped over his desk in his bedroom staring at

his laptop screen whilst his dad dominates the rest of the

room shouting at the top of his voice. His dad is rambling

off a well worn lecture about how his son needs to stop

moping around, get off his arse and get a job.

DAD

How’s your work coming

along?...Johnny? Oh, so are we not

talking anymore? Johnny?...Johnny!

Dad pauses, tries to calm himself down for a moment. It’s

clear that he’s very frustrated. He composes himself and

tries to start again.

If you wont say anything then I

guess I’ll have to do the talking

for both of us. Mr Dudley called,

he asked to speak to you but I said

’anything he has to say goes

through me first’. He says you’re

falling behind. You rarely turn up

for lectures and when you do you

look a state. He wanted to tell you

(MORE)
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DAD (cont’d)
that due to the ’Unfortunate

Circumstances’ you’ve been put

through - whatever that means -

He’s giving you a short extension

on your essay. He tells me you’re

smart, brilliant in fact were his

exact words...mind you, I don’t see

it myself.

Johnny’s dad raises his voice slightly.

Every night you’re out and you

don’t even say where you’re going.

Is it too much to ask for a phone

call. Just to say where you are at

least? you disappear for days on

end, god knows what you get up to.

You and those vandals you hang

around with.

Johnny’s Dad stays quiet for a moment. He realizes he is

losing his temper again and tries to calm him-self down

before he tips over the edge.

DAD

look...what’s happened has

happened. We just need to get over

it. I cared about her just as much

as you did but its time to...

Johnny finally looks up, angered by what he’s just heard his

father say.

JOHNNY

(interrupting)

...No you didn’t. You don’t care

about any of us.

Johnny turns around the face his dad.

It’s just all about you isn’t it

dad?...that’s why mum left.

DAD

Shut up! don’t you dare talk about

her in this house.

Johnny stands up and walks slowly towards his dad.

JOHNNY

She hated it here, she couldn’t

stand it so she left.
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DAD

I said shut up

JOHNNY

and when she did what did you say?

DAD

shut up!

Johnny is now inches away from his dad face.

JOHNNY

oh that’s right...you said nothing.

I needed you dad and you weren’t

there for me. You never have been.

Why aren’t you there for me?

Johnny’s dad is clearly looking hurt and frustrated at what

Johnny has just said.

JOHNNY

(whispers)

I don’t blame her for leaving. I

only wish she took me with her.

Johnny’s dad finally snaps, He punches Johnny around the

face.

DAD

That’s it! Get out! Get out!

Johnny storms out of his bedroom, picks up his bike in the

hall way. Johnny’s dad continues to stare at the spot where

Johnny was standing, His rage now replaced by a sense of

shock at what he has just done. He flinches when Johnny

slams the front door leaving the house.

FADE IN:

EXT. L2# GRAVEYARD - DAY

We cut back to Johnny riding on his bike.

It’s a cold and dreary day. The graveyard is completely

empty apart from Johnny who is walking slowly, pushing his

bike down a church graveyard with his head faced down at the

ground.

He leans his bike against a bench and carries on walking

through the graveyard.
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He’s clearly walking with some purpose, some certainty of

where he’s going. He passes gravestone after gravestone each

looking cleaner/fresher than the last until finally he

stops.

One gravestone stands alone from all the others. It’s kept

company by a small tree which hangs over its head. Johnny

stands in front of the grave with the tree towering behind

him.

He stays there for a moment in silence staring at the grave.

His eyes look sore and his voice is hoarse and crackling as

he speaks...

JOHNNY

Hi Gran...

FADE TO BLACK:

TITLES

FADE IN:

INT. JOHNNY’S HOUSE BATHROOM - DAY

It’s morning the day after Johnny was punched by his

father.

The solemn sound of a dripping tap can be heard echoing

throughout the room.

Johnny is staring at himself in the bathroom mirror. He

takes off his glasses to reveal the full extent of the

damage his father caused; a gruesome black eye, swollen and

sore.

Johnny slowly places his glasses on the sink. He stares

blankly at his reflection for a moment, then sighs and

washes he face.

CUT TO:

INT. JOHNNY’S HOUSE HALLWAY - DAY

Johnny walks downstairs to the hallway and picks up his bike

which is leaning against the wall. He pushes it towards the

front door and see’s a small post-it note on the handle.

It reads "gone for a few days, Dad". Johnny looks at the

note briefly, then opens the door and gets on his bike.
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EXT. STREETS - DAY

Johnny riding his bike, montage-esque

EXT. L3# GRANDDAD’S HOUSE (FRONT DOOR) - DAY

Johnny rolls his bike into the front drive of his granddad’s

house. With knees trembling and fists clenched, he raises

his hand, rings the doorbell, and waits.

Footsteps can be heard coming from inside. Quiet at first

but getting louder creaking on old wooden floorboards. The

sound of the chain scratched against the doorframe, the

handle jerked ever so slightly and then the door swung open

to reveal Johnny’s granddad.

His eyes are bloodshot due to the obvious lack of sleep he

was having. They look sore and red as if he had been rubbing

them all night, brushing the tears away with his worn clammy

hands.

Johnny’s granddad look in shock at his grandson’s eye.

GRANDDAD

John? your eye? what happened?

JOHNNY

..I-Its Nothing, I just fell off my

bike the other day.

GRANDDAD

That doesn’t look like you fell off

you’re bike to me?

JOHNNY

Honestly, I’m fine granddad

GRANDDAD

you sure?

JOHNNY

Yes, I feel fine. It looks a lot

worse than it is.

Johnny’s Granddad looks quiescently at Johnny and decides to

leave the subject for the time being.

GRANDDAD

Okay John. Oh now where are my

manners, come in come in, I was

just about to put the kettle on.

Johnny smiled and walked into the house.

(CONTINUED)
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CUT TO:

INT. GRANDDAD’S HOUSE (HALLWAY) - DAY

Johnny wheeled his bike into the hallway

GRANDDAD

Just rest your bike against the

heater there. Now where did I put

that bleedin kettle?

Johnny’s granddad hurries into the kitchen. His voice

trailing off into the next room

GRANDDAD

Earl grey I take it?

JOHNNY

yes please.

Johnny slowly follows his granddad into the kitchen.

CUT TO:

INT. GRANDDAD’S HOUSE (KITCHEN) - DAY

Johnny popped his head into the kitchen and saw his granddad

bent down on his knees with his head buried into the bottom

cupboard.

GRANDDAD

Ah, there it is.

He pulls out an old rusty looking kettle, the kind that you

place straight onto the hob and leave till it whistles

violently.

He turns to look at Johnny with the kettle in his hands and

smiles.

GRANDDAD

Quite lucky you turned up actually.

Your dad just called, said he was

going away for a while.

JOHNNY

Yeah, I know. he left a note.

GRANDDAD

He was supposed to come here today,

help with the big move out and all.
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JOHNNY

You’re moving house?

GRANDDAD

I told your dad last week I was

planning to, didn’t he tell you?

JOHNNY

Must of slipped his mind...why are

you moving?

GRANDDAD

Too many bad memories son, I lived

with your grandmother in this house

for nearly thirty years.

(sighs)

its time to move on...right then

With a struggle, Johnny’s granddad gets up off his knees.

GRANDDAD

I’ll just put this kettle on the

boil and then...

JOHNNY

(Interrupting)

Actually granddad, I think I’ll

just make a start with packing up

if that’s alright?

Granddad seems shocked by Johnny’s reply, almost

disheartened.

GRANDDAD

Oh, alright John...well if you

could start in the attic that would

be great. The place is full of old

boxes that need sorting out. I

would help but...

(looks down at the ground,

ashamed)

my back’s been acting up again.

JOHNNY

Don’t be silly, you just relax in

the front room there with your tea

GRANDDAD

you’re a good lad John

a warm smile fills granddad Jim’s face. Johnny returns his

smile with a cheeky grin and replies

(CONTINUED)
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JOHNNY

Go on, switch the telly on and put

your feet up. I’ll be done before

you’ve finished watching bargain

hunt or eggheads or whatever it is

you old fogies watch.

Johnny’s granddad lets out a wheezy chuckle that soon

deteriorated into a choking fit. Johnny goes towards his

granddad unsure of what to do. He looks up and smiles at

Johnny, reassuring him that he was fine

GRANDDAD

Go on now you twerp! I’ll bring

your tea up to you when it’s ready.

FADE TO BLACK:

INT. GRANDDAD’S HOUSE (ATTIC) - DAY

FADE IN:

Johnny pulls a side panel off from the wall in the loft

revealing the attic.

Its dark and bitterly cold. The stench of stale air flares

up Johnny’s nostrils and makes him sneeze. He can barely see

his hand in front of his face. He patters around the cold,

damp walls until he finds an old chain light switch. He

grasped it firmly with one hand and pulls it. With a clink,

a dimly lit bulb hanging down in the centre of the room

emits a small burst of light that glows softly. The bulb

flickers every minute or so and casts irregular shadows that

lye jagged in every corner. Johnny’s view, although somewhat

clearer, isn’t any more pleasant.

The dark, damp hole in the wall is packed full with old

dusty boxes. Boxes of all sizes are mounted on top of one

another. They’re towering over Johnny like skyscrapers.

Skyscrapers that have been abandoned for quite some time.

Thick cobwebs covered every single box and are inhabited by

an army of spiders.

The hairs on the back of his neck rise, tickling him ever so

slightly. He slowly starts examining the boxes through his

large glassy spectacles. Scratching his head whilst trying

to think of the best approach to move them all.

It seemed like an eternity had passed by before Johnny got

even close to finishing. Occasionally he would rip open a

box and take a look inside. One box was full to the brim of

old vinyl records. Johnny started flicking through each
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record, admiring the covers. Bruce Springsteen’s Born in the

U.S.A. Johnny starts picking up the boxes of vinyl records

and hauls them out of the attic. It’s slow at first but

eventually he starts to pick up pace. He’s close to

finishing now when he notices something.

Underneath a mountain of boxes, right in the centre of the

room, is a large wooden chest.

He crawls towards it, floorboards creaking as he does so.

The chest looks old. Johnny strokes his hand along it wiping

off the majority of the dust that covered it. His fingers

brushed smoothly against almost the entire wooden surface

until...

JOHNNY

Ouch!

Right in the centre of the chest is a small series of bumps

and Johnny has unsuspectingly run his finger straight

through and caught a nasty splinter. Little beads of blood

are already beginning to seep out from the wound before

Johnny raises it to his mouth and sucks on it in an attempt

to ease the pain. Holding his finger in his mouth with a

sour expression, Johnny looks back at the old wooden chest.

On closer inspection he notices that the splintering bumps,

which had caused his finger to throb in pain, were part of a

carving. It looks like someone has taken a knife and carved

some writing there. Johnny takes off his glasses and gives

them a quick clean with the bottom of his t-shirt in order

to get a better look.

It reads ’memories’.

Johnny tries opening the large chest but it wont budge. He

claws at it for a while longer until his hands grow sore and

he admits defeat. In his initial excitement he fails to

notice the huge rusting lock hanging off the lid chest

keeping the its contents secure. Seeing it now, Johnny

twiddles it round in his hands for a while then gives up.

Picking himself up, Johnny moves on to carry out the initial

task he was here for.

He reaches out his hands and pulls the chest towards him.

He’s almost about to pull the chest out of the attic when he

discovers something behind it.

A shiny object, he wasn’t quite sure what it was exactly,

but it entranced him. His eyes were now glued to this

mysterious object. What could it be? He takes his glasses

off, cleans them with the bottom of his t-shirt, and then

slots them back onto his face. The world is clear once again
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and now Johnny can see exactly what has attracted his

attention.

The shiny object glistening in the distance is a chrome

buckle. The buckle is attached to a leather-bound case.

Apart from the buckle, it looks worn and well-loved. Johnny

looks at it in awe. He brushes away the dust carefully with

the palm of his hand and discovers the word ’chinon’ printed

underneath the buckle. Johnny continues to explore this

strange new discovery of his. He pulls down on the shiny

buckle. There’s some resistance but eventually it clanks

open. He pulls open the flap and reveals something Johnny

has never seen before.

Peering out from the small leather case is a shiny robotic

eye that’s staring deeply into Johnny’s. He looks in

amazement as it stares at him from its resting place where -

judging from the thick layer of untouched dust on the case -

must have been for a good number of years.

On closer inspection Johnny realizes that the glass eye is

part of a much bigger object. He put his hand in the case

and pulled out what looked like some kind of futuristic gun

- the kind that you’d see in those old sci-fi movies from

the 60s that was nothing more than a clump of plastic with a

few lights attached onto the end - I’m holding Captain Kirks

phaser! Thought Johnny. With his new discovery secured

firmly in his hands, Johnny made his way downstairs to find

his granddad.

CUT TO:

INT. GRANDDAD’S HOUSE (LIVING ROOM) - DAY

FADE TO:

Granddad Jim is sitting down in his armchair watching

Bargain Hunt when Johnny pokes his head through the doorway.

JOHNNY

Hey granddad?

GRANDDAD

(Eyes still fixated on the

T.V.)

Hmmm?

Johnny raises the object up in one hand.

JOHNNY

whats this?
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Johnny’s granddad slowly turns his head to face Johnny and

when he does, gasps uncontrollably. Life comes sprawling

back into Jimmy Corlett’s eyes. He sits there for a moment,

staring straight at the item as if it’s an old friend he

hasn’t seen in years. It’s as if he isn’t quite sure whether

he and this hunk of plastic are on speaking terms and so

they remain silent for a few moments more. Finally Johnny’s

granddad brakes silence and says.

GRANDDAD

I better put the kettle on.

MINUTES LATER:

Granddad Jim walks from the kitchen to the living room with

a shiny gold tray in his hands supporting two mugs filled to

the brim with scorching hot tea - one earl gray the other a

standard mug of pg. tips - and a small saucer harboring a

selection of biscuits.

His shaking hands cause the tray and its contents to rattle

further forcing the mugs and saucer to clink against each

other like small chime bells. Jim sets the tray on the

coffee table in front of Johnny then sits on his armchair

opposite.

He reaches out for his mug, leans back into his chair, takes

a huge satisfying gulp making long slurping sounds and then

cupped his hands around the mug resting it on his belly.

GRANDDAD

Now then, what do you want to know?

JOHNNY

well...what is it?

GRANDDAD

That John, is a 1975 Chinon

Direct-Sound super 8 cine camera.

It belonged to your grandmother.

He picks the camera up off the coffee table and marvels at

it in his hands.

GRANDDAD

She was holding this when we first

met. Oh, you should of seen her

back then John, she was so

beautiful.

Granddad Jim turns to look at an old photo frame on the

table beside him, the picture in it is worn but still clear;

the young Jim and Natalie Corlett, arms wrapped around each
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other with loving affection, both smiling straight at the

camera. Johnny smiles; he sees his granddads eyes

glistening. It was almost as if the tragic incident had

never happened...almost.

GRANDDAD

I’d just finished my shift at the

garage and fancied a drive. I was

annoyed that day cus these two

businessmen came in acting like

they owned the bleed’n place. They

kept pushing me around, making me

wait on them hand and foot. They

just wound me up John, so I decided

I would take a long drive to help

me relax.

Still listening, Johnny reached out and grabbed his cup of

earl grey. He proceeds to take a sip then immediately

regrets it. The liquid is burning his tongue making it throb

inside his mouth rendering it useless. It didn’t matter

though. Johnny has no intention of talking, only listening

to the words of his dear granddad.

GRANDDAD

I thought I’d take a long drive up

to the countryside y’see. There was

a nice little spot I liked to go

when I was younger, a secret place

where I could be alone with my

thoughts. It was a little meadow

just up north from Trouton farm. I

can’t remember the name now, just

the way it looked. It was so

peaceful John. Any time I felt like

being alone I’d bring a couple of

beers, stash them in the back of my

ford Cortina - Betsy, I used to

call her - and drive up there. I’d

walk straight up to my favorite

tree and just sit. I’d sit there

for hours and hours till it got

dark...just sitting; sitting and

thinking

Jim’s eyes are staring straight into the distance. It’s as

if he’s trying to picture the scene he just described so

lovingly.

GRANDDAD

I got out of old Betsy, grabbed a

few bottles and walked down towards

that tree

(CONTINUED)
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His face starts to glow and he smiles as his eyes fix onto

Johnny’s.

GRANDDAD

And that’s when I saw her...she was

skipping around the meadow with

this camera in her hand filming

everything in sight. I thought she

was an angel at first. I know, it’s

silly.

JOHNNY

No it’s not, go on. Tell me

GRANDDAD

Well, I remember thinking to myself

that she was the most beautiful

thing I had ever seen. I started

walking up towards her. I had no

idea what I would do once I was

there, I just knew that I needed to

see her...

My knees were trembling by the time

I got close enough. I tried talking

but all that came out of my mouth

was a nervous crackle. She must of

heard and turned around.

She looked at me and smiled. She

spoke softly and said ’Hello’. I

was smitten.

We talked for ages, mostly about

that camera of hers. She said she

wanted to film the world and

capture it for herself.

As far as I know, she never used

that camera again. Life got in the

way I guess.

JOHNNY

Is it okay if I borrow it? I’d just

like to look at it for a while.

GRANDDAD

keep it, she would of liked you to

have it John.

LONG SHOT OF LIVING ROOM
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INT. JOHNNY’S HOUSE - NIGHT

FADE TO:

Johnny wheels his bike into the hallway, rests it against

the radiator, then walks upstairs to his bedroom.

He throws his coat and the super-8 camera case onto his bed,

switches on the radio and then sits at his desk.

Johnny turns on his laptop, loads up a page on microsoft

word entitled ’ESSAY’ and stares blankly at the screen.

He tries typing the first paragraph, deletes it, starts

typing again, then deletes it all again. He keeps making

failed attempts of starting this essay and then gets

distracted. His eyes are drawn towards the old camera case

on his bed.

Johnny closes down his laptop and walks towards his bed,

sits down and picks up the camera case.

Slowly he takes out the super eight camera admiring it. He

holds it up in the air and looks through it. He takes it

down and starts inspecting the buttons around it’s sides.

Accidentally Johnny presses one of these buttons and unlocks

a hatch that pings open.

Johnny is amazed by what he sees next. Inside the camera is

an old tape. Because his granddad said his grandmother

hadn’t used it since they first met over 40 years ago, that

means that this tape has footage of the Meadow his gran and

granddad were in when they first met.

Johnny holds the tape up in awe and stares at it in

disbelief as if he is staring into the eyes of his

grandmother.

FADE TO BLACK:

THREE DAYS LATER

INT. JOHNNY’S BEDROOM - NIGHT

A small parcel flies through the letterbox. Johnny runs

downstairs and picks it up. He smiles with the anticipation

of a small small boy. Above the address it reads ’Ruben’s

Film development & co’. Running back up to his room, Johnny

rips open the parcel and pulls out a small reel of film.
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AN HOUR LATER:

Johnny has set up an old super-8 film projector and screen

in his room.

He loads up the film and sits down to watch it.

The film rolls and shows scenes of the meadow. Trees blowing

in the wind, blue sky. It’s a beautiful sunny day. Johnny

watches in anticipation. The camera then turns on itself and

shows Johnny grandmother behind the camera.

The camera is swiveling round so fast that Johnny didn’t see

it at first but he soon spots that his grandmother is not

alone in the meadow. A young man is stumbling towards the

camera in the distance. Johnny a first thought it must be

his granddad but as the figure got closer, he wasn’t so

sure.

Johnny looks closer at the screen, trying to make out the

mysterious figure. Before he get a better look the camera

swivels round again and focuses on other things. the camera

is now pointing on the ground and focuses on his

grandmother’s feet as she walks towards the strange figure.

Johnny looks on at the screen in anticipation. Eventually

his grandmother raises the camera up and shows something

truly unbelievable. The last thing that Johnny could have

possibly imagined.

On this 40 year old footage on Johnny’s dearly departed

grandmother’s camera. Johnny saw that the young man

stumbling in the distance was him. He was staring at himself

on the screen. He was exactly the same age he is now. Even

the clothes he was wearing were exactly the same.

Johnny gasps, he’s frozen in absolute shock. the camera

continues to focus on the image of himself on the screen

until the film runs out and the projector shines white and

the reel has finished.

The flapping sound of the lose end of film in the projector

brings Johnny out of shock and back into reality. He turns

off the projector and runs back to the camera. He rips open

the case looking looking something, anything. A clue to why

he was on that forty year old tape. He grabs the camera case

and shakes it violently.

Some of the old camera’s accessories fall out. A microphone,

a strap to attach to the case. Then A small glittering

object falls out of the case and drops onto the bed.

Johnny slowly pick up the item, hands trembling and brings

it close to his eyes.
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It’s a key and Johnny instantly knows what it’s for.

CUT TO:

EXT. L2# GRANDDAD’S HOUSE (FRONT DOOR) - DAY/NIGHT

Johnny bangs on the front door. He has traveled on his bike

all the way to his granddad’s without stopping.

Johnny’s granddad opens the door.

GRANDDAD

Johnny? it’s three in the morning.

what are you doing here? Whats

wrong?

JOHNNY

(out of breath)

I...I forgot something, I just need

to go up into the attic.

CUT TO:

INT. GRANDDAD’S HOUSE (ATTIC) - DAY

Johnny pulls of the side panel to the attic once again and

darts towards the old chest he saw the other day.

He reaches his hands into his pocket and pulls out the key.

He holds it close to his eyes again and then looks at the

lock on the chest. Slowly he pushes the key into the lock.

It’s very rusty and so it takes some effort for Johnny to

push it in but then a loud clicking sound happens and the

lock clanks open.

Johnny slowly takes off the lock and pulls open the lid of

the chest.

Blinding light comes out of the box making Johnny wince. The

light is followed by a strong gale of wind blowing Johnny’s

hair wildly in all directions. Suddenly the wind becomes so

strong and sucks Johnny into the box and the lid closes

shut.

FADE TO WHITE:
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EXT. THE MEADOW (1975) - DAY

It’s a beautiful summers day. The year is 1975 and Natalie

Corlette is skipping around with her brand new super-8

camera. She wanted to test out her new camera and so is

filming around in her favorite place.

LONG LANDSCAPE SHOT OF THE MEADOW

time starts to progress rapidly. The clouds overhead are

moving along at an alarming rate. It’s begining to get dark

in a matter of seconds and a strange wooshing sound erupts

and echoes throughout the meadow. Suddenly, with a flash of

white light - like a bolt of lightning - strikes and Johnny

Corlette appears falling from the sky landing face first

onto the ground. As Johnny’s falling, the clouds seem to go

backwards in the sky and by the time he has hit the ground,

time seems to have reset to when Natalie is skipping in the

meadow.

Johnny rolls onto his back with great difficulty. He lies

there for a moment and tries to gather himself.

Eventually he picks himself up and looks around to observe

his surroundings. He realizes where he is (and when he is)

and looks around for his grandmother. Walking, at first,

seems to be too challenging a job for Johnny. Time travel

has made his legs go weak and his head feel light. He walks

around as if one leg is larger than the other, walking in

every which direction.

He stumbles and falls to the ground again, thrusting his

hands in front of him to lessen the fall. He looks up and

strains his eyes into focus. Ahead of him he sees a young

girl skipping around the field with a camera in her hand.

It’s his grandmother.

Johnny forces himself back up onto his feet and stumbles

towards her.

On the other side of the field, Natalie is still recording

footage on her camera. She didn’t notice the flash of

lightning and is still skipping through the meadow. She is

entranced by the landscape and does not notice the strange

figure heading towards her.

Finally Johnny has gotten close enough for Natalie to notice

him. She points the camera at him. The camera is covering

her face.

JOHNNY

...Hi

Natalie continues to film Johnny, not saying a word

(CONTINUED)
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JOHNNY

I said hello

still nothing

JOHNNY

Hey! can you here me?

Natalie lowers her camera and inspects it.

NATALIE

Darn! im out of film! Sorry about

that. I just couldn’t help it. I

saw you there and I had to capture

the moment. My names Natalie by the

way, Natalie Fisher...

Natalie’s face is now completely visible to Johnny and has

now sent him into a state of shock. He stares at gormlessly.

he was motionless

NATALIE

and you are?

JOHNNY

(delayed)

what?

NATALIE

whats your name?

JOHNNY

J-Johnny, I’m Johnny

NATALIE

well ’J-Johnny’, nice to meet

you...Its not often I see anyone up

here. what are you doing?

JOHNNY

I...I dunno

NATALIE

oh...okay, I was just doing a bit

of filming. Thought I’d come to my

favorite place and take a few

shots. I got this camera for my

birthday y’see, last week on the...

JOHNNY

29th of June

(CONTINUED)
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NATALIE

(confused)

That’s right...how did you know

that?

JOHNNY

oh, ah...erm...just a lucky guess I

s’pose.

NATALIE

Hmmm...you’re an odd one Johnny. I

like you.

she turned and headed in the other direction. She stopped

and turned her head back again.

NATALIE

are you coming then?

Johnny quickly follows. As they walk, Natalie carries on the

conversation.

NATALIE

I love this place, I could spend

hours on end here. It’s beautiful

isn’t it Johnny?

JOHNNY

Yeah

They both sit on a fence staring in at the meadow.

NATALIE

sometimes I come down here to think

about things. When I’m upset and I

just need some time to myself...I

get the feeling that’s why you’re

here. What’s wrong Johnny?

JOHNNY

...nuthin, it’s okay I’m fine.

NATALIE

you sure? sometimes it helps to

talk to a stranger about these

things.

Johnny laughs a little realizing the irony. Still staring at

the ground the whole time.

NATALIE

go on, tell me whats wrong
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JOHNNY

Well, erm...things haven’t been to

great lately...My gran...she died.

NATALIE

oh Johnny, that’s awful. I’m so

sorry to hear that.

JOHNNY

yeah...

NATALIE

Well, have you got anyone to help

you through it...friends? family?

JOHNNY

There’s my Granddad, but I think he

needs more help than me at the

moment. He’s moving, trying to get

away and start a fresh y’know?

NATALIE

what about your Mum and Dad?

JOHNNY

My mum ran away when I was

little...I don’t remember her that

well anymore. It’s not her fault

though. My Dad’s a prick...

NATALIE

(interrupting)

...Johnny!

JOHNNY

It’s true though.

NATALIE

He’s you’re dad!

JOHNNY

He was never nice to her. He’s

never nice to me. He’s just a

bitter old man who only cares about

himself.

NATALIE

He’s still your dad.

JOHNNY

I wish he wasn’t.
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NATALIE

that’s no way to talk about your

father. No matter horrible you say

he is. You need to try and work

things out with him

JOHNNY

why though?

NATALIE

because he’s your dad, Johnny.

That’s why. In times like these

family need to support each other.

JOHNNY

I don’t see why, I’m coping just

fine on my own.

NATALIE

sure, and that’s why you’re up here

on your own isn’t it?...look, Maybe

you think you don’t need your dad

but you do...and do you want to

know something else? He need’s you

too. Go and speak to him Johnny.

Natalie jumps off the fence and starts walking back into the

meadow. she pauses and turns her head to Johnny.

NATALIE

Y’know it’s odd, you seem very

familiar...goodbye Johnny, see you

around.

JOHNNY

Goodbye...

(whispers)

...Gran

As Johnny watches his younger gran walk off into the

distance a light emerges. A bright white light growing more

and more brilliant. It blinds johnny to the point where he

has to use his sleeve to cover his eyes.

FADE TO WHITE:

INT. GRANDDAD’S HOUSE (ATTIC) - DAY

FADE IN:
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When Johnny opens his eyes he finds himself back in his

granddad’s attic. he stays there frozen for a while in

complete shock. wondering if what he just witnessed was

reality or just in his head.

CUT TO:

EXT. L2# GRAVEYARD - DAY

Johnny has gone back to his grandmother’s grave. He rode his

bike straight from his granddads (which is now leaning

against a bench in the graveyard).

Once again he is staring at the his grandmothers grave

alone...until a mysterious figure walks in from the

distance.

It’s johnny’s dad. He’s dressed smart-ish, a shirt with his

well worn leather jacket. He’s holding a small bunch of

flowers in his hand.

Johnny doesn’t notice his dad is there until he is standing

right next to him. Side by side they look on at Natalie

Corlett’s grave.

DAD

(Eyes fixed on the grave

stone)

I remember when I was 10 years old,

the first day of secondary school.

I was so frightened. Your granddad

told me to stop being a wuss and to

get on with it. At breakfast time I

was clinging to the banister,

crying my eyes out. Your gran

walked me up there holding my hand,

kissed me of the forehead and told

me that everything was going to be

okay...I’ll never forget that.

We’re very different people you and

me, Your so much more like you’re

mum.

JOHNNY

Is that why you hate me?

DAD

I...I don’t hate you.

Me and your mum...We used to fight

a lot...I don’t really remember why

(MORE)
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DAD (cont’d)
we did most of the time...It’s just

what we did. we still loved each

other. we just couldn’t stand being

around each other. always at each

other throats all the time... I

remember the day you were born.

You’re mother and me were arguing

about bills or something. She was

just about to go into her full on

’I know better that you, David

Corelett’ speech when her water

broke. I was scared shitless, we

both were. I rushed her to the

hospital in you’re granddads rust

bucket of a car and then after a

lot of screaming you came, you

wrapped your whole hand around my

little finger and I knew...Well

y’know...

JOHNNY

No, I don’t, what did you know dad?

DAD

Well...That everything’s going to

be alright...Everything will be

alright Johnny.

both stand together looking at the grave. Johnny looks up

and see’s his young grandmother above her grave and smiling

at the two...with a tear in his eye, he smiles back.

FADE TO BLACK:

THE END
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